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Abstract: We used semi-quantitative grading of musculoskeletal ultrasound to evaluate wrist and hand lesions of
subclinical synovitis, in order to make earlier diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis. A total of 164 patients were included
in this study. Physical examination and ultrasound examination were used to evaluate 30 joints of the wrist and
hand. According to the clinical symptoms, the patients were divided into subclinical synovitis (SS) group and clinical
synovitis (CS) group. The wrist and hand joints of patients with rheumatoid arthritis between the two groups were
evaluated by semi-quantitative grading of musculoskeletal ultrasound, including synovitis, Power Doppler signal,
joint effusion and bone erosion. We found that the total score of semi-quantitative ultrasound, synovitis score and
Power Doppler signal score in the SS group were lower than those in the CS group (P<0.05). There was no significant
difference in joint effusion score and bone erosion score (P>0.05). In the analysis of laboratory examination, the
value of anti-RA33 antibody and ESR of SS group were decreased than that of CS group, with statistically significant
difference (P=0.004), while that of RF, AKA and CCP had no significant difference between the two groups (P>0.05).
In this study, the author also compared the tenosynovitis between the two groups. There was statistically significant
difference (P=0.033). In conclusions, semi-quantitative grading of musculoskeletal ultrasound has certain diagnostic value for the diagnosis of subclinical synovitis in wrist and hand lesion.
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Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease characterized by
synovitis, which could damage cartilage, bone,
ligament and tendon [1]. Clinical synovitis (CS)
refers to the joint swelling and tenderness
which was found under the physical examination of patients, while subclinical synovitis (SS)
refers to the synovitis found under ultrasound
or magnetic resonance examination, with no
signs of joint swelling [2].
Imaging examination has been used as effective methods to diagnose RA. Both magnetic
resonance and ultrasound are useful to detect clinical synovitis. However, ultrasound is
readily available at most hospitals and is
more economic feasible for the majority of
patients. Hence, the European League Against

Rheumatism (EULAR) issued 10 recommendations on imaging examination in RA clinical
practice, which clearly put forward that ultrasound could be used for the diagnosis, detection and follow-up of RA patients [3].
Subclinical synovitis has been widely confirmed, in the earliest phases of RA or in clinical
remission after regular treatment. Early treatment is closely related to less joint deformity
and functional loss for those patients suffered
from RA. For patients discontinued treatment,
it is still important to identify who need to
receive therapy again. Musculoskeletal ultrasound is a useful method to detect subclinical
synovitis. In a previous study, 43% of RA
patients in remission have increased Power
Doppler signal [4]. Importantly, scores of musculoskeletal ultrasound with reduced and fea-
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sible joint counts could be helpful for rheumatologists to make corrective treatment decisions.
In this study, semi-quantitative grading of musculoskeletal ultrasound was used to evaluate
the subclinical synovitis of rheumatoid arthritis
in wrist and hand lesions, in order to make earlier diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis.
Patients and methods
Eligibility
We conducted this study concerning patients
diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis at Affiliated Dongguan Hospital, Southern Medical
University from January, 2018 to January,
2021. A total of 164 patients were collected
according to the diagnostic criteria of RA
revised by American rheumatic Association in
1987 [5]. There were 122 females and 42
males, with an average age of 56.07 years
(range, 18-87 years). Patients whose clinical
information could not be obtained in full were
excluded from this study. Physical examination
and ultrasonography were used to evaluate 30
joints of wrist and hand for every patient. According to the clinical symptoms, the patients
were divided into two groups: SS group and CS
group. This study was approved by ethics
committee of Affiliated Dongguan Hospital,
Southern Medical University and was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Patients provided informed written consent.
Ultrasound assessment
Ultrasound machine Canon i900 and i18LX5
linear array transducer were used to scan 30
joints (bilateral wrists, MCP1-5, PIP1-5 and DIP
2-5 joints) for all patients, by both the gray
scale (GS) and the power Doppler (PD) modes.
US-determined joint inflammation was defined
as synovitis and/or tenosynovitis and/or peritendinitis. The pathological changes and abnormal Power Doppler signals of synovium,
tendon sheath and bone cortex were carefully
observed. At the same time, semi-quantitative
grading and scoring of synovitis, Power Doppler
signal, joint effusion and bone erosion were
performed according to the European guideline
for musculoskeletal ultrasound in rheumatology medicine [6].

of the preselected joints were evaluated and
classified on 4-grade semi-quantitative scales.
The selected parameters were defined as follows. Bone erosions were defined as changes
in the bone surface of the area adjacent to the
joint (Grade 0= regular bone surface, Grade 1=
irregularity of the bone surface without formation of a defect seen in 2 planes, Grade 2= formation of a defect in the surface of the bone
seen in 2 planes, Grade 3= bone defect creating extensive bone destruction) (Figure 1A-D).
Joint effusion was defined as a compressible
anechoic intracapsular area (Grade 0= no effusion, Grade 1= minimal amount of joint effusion, Grade 2= moderate amount of Joint effusion [without distension of the joint capsule],
Grade 3= extensive amount of joint effusion
[with distension of the joint capsule]) (Figure
1E-H).
Synovitis was defined as a noncompressible
hypoechoic intracapsular area (synovial thickening) (Grade 0= no synovial thickening, Grade
1= minimal synovial thickening [filling the angle
between the periarticular bones, without bulging over the line linking tops of the bones],
Grade 2= synovial thickening bulging over the
line linking tops of the periarticular bones but
without extension along the bone diaphysis,
Grade 3= synovial thickening bulging over the
line linking tops of the periarticular bones and
with extension to at least one of the bone
diaphyses) (Figure 1I-L). Power Doppler signal
was used in our study to display flow signal in
the synovium (Grade 0= no flow in the synovium, 1= up to three single Doppler spots or up
to one confluent spot and two single spots or
up to two confluent spots, 2= greater than
Grade 1 but <50% Doppler signals in the total GS background, 3= greater than Grade 2
(>50% of the background GS)) (Figure 1M-P).
For synovitis, Power Doppler signal, joint effusion and bone erosion, the maximum semiquantitative grade recorded on the volar and
dorsal side of the given joint area were taken
as the recording grade. The sum of each grade
score is the final score. Both tenosynovitis and
peritendinitis were defined as the presence of
GS or PD signal.

Joint effusion, synovitis, bone erosions and
power Doppler signal in the synovial membrane

Manufacturer recommendations for musculoskeletal of the wrist and hand were used,
including the color gain was set at the level at
which noise artifacts appeared and then gra-
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Figure 1. Ultrasonic scoring criteria for joint involvement. A-D. Bone changes scored with ultrasonography, with each
joint visualized in 2 planes (longitudinal and transverse). A. Grade 0: regular bone surface; B. Grade 1: irregularity
of the bone surface without formation of a defect seen in 2 planes (arrow); C. Grade 2: formation of a defect in the
surface of the bone seen in 2 planes (arrow); D. Grade 3: bone defect creating extensive bone destruction (arrow).
E-H. Joint effusion on ultrasonography. E. Grade 0: no fluid; F. Grade 1: minimal amount of fluid (arrow); G. Grade
2: moderate amount of fluid (without distension of the joint capsule) (arrow); H. Grade 3: extensive amount of fluid
(with distension of the joint capsule) (arrow). I-L. Synovial changes on ultrasonography. I. Grade 0: no synovial
thickening; J. Grade 1: minimal synovial thickening (filling the angle between the periarticular bones, without bulging over the line linking tops of the bones); K. Grade 2: synovial thickening bulging over the line linking tops of the
periarticular bones but without extension along the bone diaphysis; L. Grade 3: synovial thickening bulging over the
line linking tops of the periarticular bones and with extension to at least one of the bone diaphyses. M-P. Power Doppler signal. M. Grade 0: no flow in the synovium; N. Grade 1: up to three single Doppler spots or up to one confluent
spot and two single spots or up to two confluent spots; O. Grade 2: greater than Grade 1 but <50% Doppler signals
in the total GS background; P. Grade 3: greater than Grade 2 (>50% of the background GS).

dually reduced, until only a flow signal, if present, was left. All the ultrasound scanning was
done by one ultransonographer with over 10
years of experience in maneuvering musculoskeletal ultrasound.
Joint and laboratory assessment
Joint assessment for tenderness or swelling
was performed carefully and detailed clinical
information of RA patients was obtained by
rheumatologists at Affiliated Dongguan People’s Hospital, Southern Medical University.
Laboratory parameters were measured and
collected by laboratory technologist at our hospital. These parameters include serum concentrations of rheumatoid factor (RF), anti-keratin antibody (AKA), anti-cyclopanine antibody
(CCP) and C-reactive protein (CRP).

22.0 software. For the descriptive analyses,
continuous variables were presented as mean
and standard deviation (SD) if normally distributed and median and interquartile range (IQR)
if non-normally distributed. Rank sum test was
used to compare the differences among the
groups, a two-sided P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Tenosynovitis cases
were treated with routine treatment χ2 inspection.
Results
Demographics and clinical characteristics of
patients

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS)

The characteristics of the enrolled patients are
illustrated in Table 1. There were 23 cases in
the SS group and 141 cases in the CS group. In
the SS group, there were 18 females with an
average age of 55.3 years. The median course
of disease was 24 months. The laboratory test
results showed that there were 19, 5, 8 and 1
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical characteristics of 164 RA
patients
Values
SS group (23) CS group (141)
Age (years), mean ± SD
55.3±12
56.2±15
Female, n (%)
18 (78%)
104 (74%)
Disease duration (months), median (IQR) 24 (5, 75)
24 (3, 111)
Positive RF, n (%)
19 (83%)
101 (72%)
Positive AKA, n (%)
5 (22%)
54 (38%)
Positive CCP, n (%)
8 (35%)
109 (77%)
Positive Anti-RA33, n (%)
1 (4%)
18 (13%)
CRP (mg/L), median (IQR)
11 (6, 41)
43 (23, 73)
Parameters

Abbreviations: RF, rheumatoid factor; AKA, anti-keratin antibody; CCP, anticyclopanine antibody; CRP, C-reactive protein; SS, subclinical synovitis; CS, clinical
synovitis.

Figure 2. The occurrence rate of synovial hyperplasia and synovitis in SS
and CS groups.

positive cases of RF, AKA, CCP and anti-RA33
antibody, respectively. The median value of
ESR was 11 mg/L. While in the CS group, 104
cases were female, with an average age of
56.2 years. The median course of disease was
also 24 months. The positive cases of RF, AKA,
CCP and anti-RA33 antibody were found in
101, 54, 109 and 18 patients, respectively.
The median value of ESR in this group was 43
mg/L.
The occurrence rate of synovial hyperplasia
and synovitis in SS and CS groups

sion (4.3%), 1 case of bone
erosion (4.3%) and 3 cases of
tenosynovitis (13.0%), as compared with that of 137 cases
(97.2%), 91 cases (64.5%),
21 cases (14.9%), 28 cases
(19.9%) and 50 cases (35.5%)
in the CS group, respectively
(Figure 2).
Analysis of laboratory examination
In our study, the median value
of anti-RA33 antibody and ESR
in the SS group were 2.6 and
11 respectively, while that in
the CS group were 8.9 and
43 respectively. The difference between the two groups
were statistically significant
(P=0.004). The median value
of RF, AKA, CCP in the SS
group were 49, 1:5 and 13
respectively, while that in the
CS group were 56, 1:5, 49.3
respectively (Table 2). Notably,
the difference of these factors
between the two groups was
not statistically significant (P>
0.05).
Semi-quantitative grading
score of musculoskeletal
ultrasound

The total semi-quantitative ultrasound score, synovial hyperplasia score and synovial Doppler blood flow
score of SS group were lower than that of
clinical synovitis group, and the differences
were statistically significant (P<0.05). However,
there were no significant difference between
the scores of joint effusion and joint bone
erosion (P>0.05) (Table 3). In this study, the
author also compared the occurrence rate of
tenosynovitis between the two groups, the difference was statistically significant (P=0.033).
Discussion

In the SS group, there were 21 cases of synovial hyperplasia (91.3%), 5 cases of increased
synovial blood flow (21.7%), 1 case of joint effu-

Till date, RA cannot be completely cured. However, previous studies show that early intervention of this disease could slow down the damage of cartilage, bone, ligament and reduce the
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Table 2. Comparison of related laboratory indexes between the two groups
Group
SS group
CS group
Mann-Whitney U
P value

RF (IU/mL)
49 (21, 105.4)
56 (16.6, 132.2)
1583.000
0.898

AKA
1:5 (1:5, 1:10)
1:5 (1:5, 1:10)
836.000
0.235

CCP (U/mL)
13 (4, 201)
49.3 (1.7, 201)
1390.000
0.360

RA33 (AU/mL)
2.6 (1.3, 10.4)
8.9 (5.2, 14)
564.500
0.004

ESR (mm/h)
11 (6, 41)
43 (23, 72.5)
610.000
0.000

Abbreviations: RF, rheumatoid factor; AKA, anti-keratin antibody; CCP, anti-cyclopanine antibody; CRP, C-reactive protein; SS,
subclinical synovitis; CS, clinical synovitis.

Table 3. Ultrasound score between the two groups
Synovitis

Power Doppler signal

Joint effusion

Bone erosions

Total score

SS group CS group

SS group CS group

SS group CS group

SS group CS group

SS group CS group

Grade 0

2

5

18

50

18

121

22

113

--

--

Grade 1

5

26

5

45

2

17

0

4

--

--

Grade 2

14

58

0

34

1

1

0

9

--

--

Grade 3

2

52

0

12

2

3

1

15

--

--

2 (1, 2)

2 (2, 3)

0 (0, 0)

1 (0, 2)

0 (0, 0)

0 (0, 0)

0 (0, 0)

0 (0, 0)

2 (2, 3)

4 (2, 5)

median (IQR)
Mann-Whitney U
P value

1165.000

812.500

1476.500

1376.5

983.500

0.021

0.000

0.271

0.081

0.002

Abbreviations: SS, subclinical synovitis; CS, clinical synovitis; IQR, interquartile range.

disability rate of RA patients [7]. Therefore,
accurate judgment of joint inflammation is very
important in the clinic. There were studies showed that ultrasound was more sensitive and
superior to clinical examination in displaying
synovial lesions in RA and that the incidence of
subclinical synovitis by ultrasound in rheumatoid arthritis was 6.8% [8, 9]. It was also proved that synovitis could be detected by ultrasound in the patients whose joint swelling was
not found by physical examination.
However, the swelling and pain of joints are
not objective indicators, the severity of which
depends on the judgment of patients and clinicians [10]. In addition, if RA patients are also
with obesity, edema and other factors, physical
examination is difficult to determine joint swelling completely and accurately. Similarly, the
perception of pain is highly subjective and may
be affected by social and cultural factors [1113]. In addition, neuroimaging evidence proved
that RA is a mixed pain state with central sensitization characteristics [14]. Therefore, imaging
detection of subclinical synovitis is very important for rheumatologists to make treatment
decisions, especially disease improvement antirheumatic drugs (DMARD) therapy. Patients
with subclinical synovitis under ultrasound
should be given intensive treatment in order to
achieve clinical remission [15].
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The inflammatory processes of synovitis involve all synovial tissues, including intra-articular, tendon sheath and synovial sac, which
could be easily observed by ultrasound [16].
Previous studies showed that ultrasound were
more sensitive than clinical examination in
detecting synovitis [17-25]. Ultrasound could
evaluate the shape and quantity of synovitis
and could also evaluate the vascular distribution of synovitis in RA patients. Semi-quantitative grading of musculoskeletal ultrasound
could detect the inflammatory processes and
severity of synovitis. In our study, we found
that the total semi-quantitative ultrasound
score, synovial hyperplasia score, and synovial
Doppler blood flow score in the SS group were
reduced to different degrees, as was compared with that in the CS group.
With the reduction of disease severity, the
semi-quantitative grading score of patients
shows a significant downward trend, which is
highly consistent with results of previous studies [26, 27]. Therefore, color Doppler ultrasound may be used to confirm the existence
of synovitis, detect the activity and progress
of RA and evaluate the inflammation severity
[28]. Importantly, ultrasound could also show
synovium, joint effusion and bone erosion.
Doppler can sensitively detect the blood flow
distribution in joint tissue, reflect synovitis
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[29]. However, the difference of joint bone erosion score and joint effusion score of SS and
CS groups in our study was not statistically significant, which indicates that the grade of bone
erosion and joint effusion could even happened at the subclinical stage of RA. Hence, early
treatment of patients is critical in order to control the whole processes of this disease.
Other than imaging examination, laboratory
results are also important for the diagnosis of
rheumatoid arthritis. Anti-RA33 antibody is a
kind of nuclear protein antibody with a molecular weight of 33 KD. It participates in the formation of nuclear protein splicing body and
could react with the autoantibodies of RA
patients. It is now recognized that the serological detection of anti-RA33 is very helpful for
the early diagnosis of RA [30]. One previous
study reported that the sensitivity, specificity,
positive and negative predictive values of antiRA33 antibody were 41.1%, 97.1%, 93.3% and
62.3% [31], respectively. In addition, ESR is
often used to evaluate the condition of RA. If
the ESR value is significantly accelerated, it
indicates that the patient may suffered from
RA [32]. In our study, we found that the median
value of anti-RA33 antibody and ESR in the SS
group were significantly lower than that in the
CS group, which suggests that these two laboratory parameters are closed related with the
disease processes of RA. This result is highly
consistent with that of several previous studies.
Nonetheless, this study still had some limitations. Firstly, this was a retrospective analysis
with a relatively small number of RA patients.
Hence, comprehensive multivariable analyses
were not allowed in the study. Secondly, it was
inevitably affected by subjective and objective
factors of both patients and rheumatologists,
such as the enthusiasm and availability of ultrasound assessment. Finally, there may have
been elevated risk of a patient selection bias in
the study, as our study was only a single center
investigation.

sound in the subclinical synovitis group decreased in varying degrees. Combined with
results of relevant laboratory tests, the diagnostic efficiency of ultrasound could be further
improved.
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